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I. Project Statement

We all know student life is intense. Starting the day is always a blur and 
messy. As a students, i know that we always lost in tons of files, packed 
inbox or even just lost on campus and feels helpless. So before I started 
develop and design the website and app, i did a student services about 
what do they want to have on a student website and why they don’t like 
their current school website. The research is included university students, 
college students, even high school students. The results shocked me, 85% 
of students doesn’t like the way that they connect with school, teachers and 
classmates. They hope that they can do everything that is school related in 
one place. I totally understand so why don’t we make some changes, that’s 
why i created this brand called "You Name It". A new platform made just for 
students and teachers to make your life easier and more manageable. 

The reason why this brand called "You Name It" is because i hope that 
everyone and every school can use it, and not limited into one school. And 
the style that I chose is more fun and more related to the students, for 
examples, I use lots of bright colours, illustrations, interesting fonts. so that 
i hope they are having fun to do school related stuff and having fun to use 
this website.

In this production book, you will see my written plans, which included 
concept, goals, target audience, etc. You will also see my script for my final 
video, storyboards and the weekly process. 

II. Writing Plan

A. Title

      You Name It

B. Target Audience
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      My main target audience are students and teachers. As a student, I 
know how hard is to connect with teachers outside the school. So I want to 
actually make a website and a app to make students and teachers life 
easier, an bring us more close to each others.

C. Goals and Objectives

   There are my few goals and objectives for this project
• Build the brand, include the brand name, logo, even potential brand 

values.
• Simplify and optimize content updates and website management.
• Improve Webmaster / Content Contributor Satisfaction.
• Visual Goals is to make sure the website styles match the students’ 

positive energy. (from colours, fonts, etc)
• Time management.

D. Production Situation

 How was the project created? I came up with the idea first, and then i did 
some research to see if it’s actually a problem for students and teachers. 
After that decide the style, i started to think about a name and designed a 
logo. Than, i started working on the website and app design. After i finished 
the design process, i wrote the script and send it to my voiceover artist. 
Last but not the least is I created the 3 minutes video.

E. Production Format 

     The production format of my project is a 3 minuets video to introduce a 
website and a app called "You Name It".
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III. Script
Ok, so we all know student life is intense.

Starting the day is always a blur.
 I search through a packed inbox, always worrying about my schedule,

lost in the tons of files, or even just lost on campus.
 Don’t worry, We got you!
 Meet “You Name It”

 A new online platform made just for students and teachers to make your 
life easier and more manageable.

 

Let me show you how easy it is!
 Use our login page to setup your account

Once you have logged in you have a range of resources that we provide:
Schedule, chat, campus, a mental health resource called "talk to me ", job 

postings, and more!
 We have created some really useful ways to keep you 

organized and less stressed out!

 
First we have your schedule covered,

everything you need to know about your day is posted.
What classes you have, where they are located,

and teacher information is ready for you. 
there are also monthly, weekly and 

daily calendars for you to choose from.
If you’re not having a great day and 
can’t make it to class, no problem 
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send a message straight to your teacher from the scheduling section.
 You can easily add projects, due dates and any other important information 

to your calendar and schedule. It is as easy as that! Just a few clicks.

Instead of sending emails, you can simply use our website.
We have a chat that connects you to classmates, 

teachers, even school departments.
Easily connect with your team and share.

 

Our online resources cover mental health and where to find help, job 
postings, and a great deal of resources that new and experienced students 

may need  - 
like Cooking on a budget, Money Saving,

Educational resources, and a textbook marketplace, to buy and sell 
textbooks

 

To make all your information portable make sure you download the app 
"You Name It" has a few more added features to help you be more mobile 

and organized.
 “OOPS, my phone just died, my friends and my parents 

must be so worried about me!”
Set phone alarms on the app,

we will send messages to your emergency contacts
 that you are just charging your phone.

We also have a reminders section.
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 before you leave your house the app will send you a checklist of things you 
need to remember before you leave. 

like do you have your books? do you have your keys?
 or do you have your phone?

 

Your student information will be stored in the app so if you forget your 
student card 

you can use your phone with your stored student ID.
 

Feeling organized already? you should!

Make your life easy,
Choose “You Name It”,

Made for students and teachers.
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IV. Storyboards
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V. Mood board

(Website and app Mood board)
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(Brand video mood board)
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VI. Weekly Process

T5 week 1

1. Working on the idea of my final project.
• Old idea is a 3 minutes company promotion video and a website design 

for a brand "Feast of Beauty" which is a website for people to learn Art 
History of Sculptures and also buying sculptures though the website.

• Problems for this idea are:
-  i have zero experience of making 3d sculptures on Maya or others.
-  i don’t know how to make my website fun for people or actually attacks 

people to come and visit my website.
- I’m not really interested in sculptures, so i’m afraid that i will lose 

interests during these two terms.
2. Think and come up with a new idea for my website.
3. Meeting with stream mentor.

T5 week 2

1. Decided what to do in my final project.
•  Name: You Name It. 
•  What is it: a website that made just for students and teachers.
•  What’s in the website: 
(1) Schedule: 
- Monthly, Weekly and Daily Schedule.
- Add their schedule to the website.
- If can’t make it to class, send message to the teacher directly from the 

website.
(2) Chat: 
- a chat connects you to your teachers, classmates and school 

departments. (more convenient than email)
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(3) Online Resources:
- Online Forms: a place that you can find all the forms that you need
- Useful Website for the students: Cooking, stealing books, etc.
(4) Campus:
- Campus Maps.
- Campus Informations.
(5) Talk to Me: (a mental health section)
- where to find help on campus.
- useful articles about mental health.
- "Talk to Me": Access 24/7 counselling support with a registered clinical 

counsellor through the app or by phone any time of day, from anywhere 
in the world. 

 (6) Job Postings: all about the jobs informations that students may need.
2. Do the Services and see if this is really a problem that all the students 
and teachers are facing now.
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T5 week 3
1. Create the Mood board.
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2. Create colour palates.

3. Started working illustration assets design.
• How i design the illustration characters?
(1) Use curvature tool in the Adobe Illustrator to create the outline.
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(2)Use the direct selection tool to fix the line. For example, if the lines of the 
hands are not straight or looks weird, use the direct selection tool to fix it. 

(3) Import the colour palate that i created before to colouring the illustration 
character.
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• A layout of the illustration characters that i created this week. 

3. Meeting with stream mentor.

T5 week 4

1. Keep working on the illustration characters design.
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2. Starting to put the illustration together for the cover page of each section 
of the website.
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3.Meeting with the stream mentor.
• Feedback:

T5 week 5
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1. Finish the cover page design.

2. Start design the "Schedule" "Chat" and "Online Resource" page.
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3. Meeting with mentor.
• Feedback
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T5 week 6 - week 7
1. Finish the website design
2. User Testing.
• What did i do?
(1) I saved my XD file.
(2) I send the XD file to the people i know to getting more feedback.
3. Fix some issues of my website, which is based on the feedback i got last 

week from mentor, the head of program Tom, and also people who did 
my user tests.

• What did i changed?
(1) In the Schedule page, I added more male figures in my website.
(2) Still in the Schedule page, i added different skin colour to the 

characters. I just hope everyone can see themselves in the website or 
using the website. And also to show this is a diversity website that 
welcome to everyone.

(3) Sill the Schedule page, I changed the "add it now" to "view it now", it 
makes more sense now. 

(4) In the Job Posting page, I change the illustration character to a disable 
man, cause i wanna say that everyone is equal, not matter who you 
are, what skin colour do you have, we are all will be treat equal here.

(5) I made some changes for the logo and the hamburger icon, so when 
people click the logo, it will go back to the home page, which is the 
page before login and also it’s the first page of the website. And if they 
click on the little hamburger icon, it will jump to the menu page, so that 
they can select which page they wanna go directly from there.

(6) I also made some changes for the "Online Resources" page. The 
background was black, the feedback i got is my other pages are all 
vivid colours, so the black background looks kinda weird and doesn’t 
match the vibe. So i changed to this bright blue colour.
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T6 week 1
1. Brainstorming the idea of the app. To be more specific, what do i want to 

have on the app.
(1) ID card. A place that has all the student informations and a stored 

student id just in case if you forget or lost your student ID.
(2) Charging Phone. We all know safety is the most important thing. So if 

your phone died, we will send a message to your emergency contacts 
that you are just charging your phone, so that they are not gonna 
worried about you.

(3) Reminder Section. Before you leave the house, the app will send you a 
checklist of the things that you need to remember before you leave. like 
do you have your phone? do you have your keys? do you have your 
book? 

(4) And of course the "chat" and "schedule" from the website. so if you 
made your schedule on the website, you can still check it on the app. 
and also if you wanna talk to someone when you on the way to school 
or just can’t use the laptop, you can also talk to them on the app, no 
matter is your teachers, classmates or school department.

2. Start working on the assets design.
• A layout of the assets that i created this week. 
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3. Start put all the assets together. 
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T6 week 2

Finish the app design

T6 week 3

1. Doing research about the brand video.
• I did some research and found out that there are four different kinda of 

brand video.
(1) Explainer Video
- "Explainer videos are short online marketing videos used to explain your 

company's product or service. Explainer videos are often placed on a 
landing page, your website's home page, or a prominent product page." 
from Megan Marrs, June 30, 2020.

(2) Commercial Video
- "A commercial video is a type of advertisement generally produced for 

television, social media, or other parts of the internet." from 
www.revolution-productions.com

(3) Software Walkthrough Video

(4) Brand Video
- "Branded video is marketing content that's sponsored or created by a 

brand that — while sharing in the brand's values — does not directly 
advertise or promote the brand." by Serai Schueller, September 9, 2019

2. Start working on the script.
3. Make a brand video mood board.
(see it on the mood board, page 9)
4. Trying to find the background music for the final video.
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T6 week 4
1. Meeting with stream mentor and also someone of my friends that are 

native English speakers to help me fix the grammars in my script. 
2. Looking for a voiceover artist.
3. Storyboard the script. (see it on page 7)
4. Start working on the assets design for the video. (software: After Effect)
• Background design.
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• Character design.
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T6 week 5
1. Start editing the video. (software: Adobe Premiere Pro and After Effect)
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• Helping tutorial
- YouTube: Premiere Pro: Smooth Slow Motion by Kyler Holland
- YouTube: How to create a BIG Head / Anime Eyes, Magnify Effect in 

Adobe Premiere Pro! (CC Tutorial) by Justin Odisho
- YouTube: BEST Export Settings On Premiere Pro - HIGHEST QUALITY 

by ⽆无瑕疵的电影

T6 week 6
1. Working on the Production Book.
2. Working on all the legal documents. Include Online Distribution, Festival 

Disclaimer. Student Project Ownership Agreement, Student Information 
Release Form, etc.

3. Talking to my voice over artist, Tom, Sara about the Performer Release 
Form.

4. Start working on DAC.

T6 week 7
1. Submit Tech-Screening.
2. Submit DAC and other legal documents.
3. Submit the final project.
4. Submit the Production Book.
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VII. Concluding Statement.

This is my first complete project. Started from a single idea to develop the 
brand, and than website, app design, last but not least is the brand video. 
There are lots of challenges during this journal. The biggest challenge for 
me will be I was looking for a voiceover artist to do the voiceover for my 
final 3 minutes brand video, but i’ve been talking to lots of artist but they are 
not willing to provide their ID, it means i can’t get the Performer Release 
Form down. I talked to lots of people, and doing pitch to every single one of 
them, it took me so long but it really helped my communication skills and 
my problem solving skills.

What this project has taught me is that there are always things in our life 
that is go beyond your plan. But don’t worry and don’t panic, clam down 
and take a deep breath, just working on it step by step, you will get the 
work only and you will be okay.
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